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You can set your scholar up for success in school
with some basic pointers. Suggest that they try
to follow this checklist, and you’ll help get started
on the right foot:

Establish
Effective Limits
It’s normal for scholars to
test limits and press for
more freedom. But
students haven’t outgrown
a need for clear
boundaries. When setting
limits for your children:
 Be specific. “No gaming
until your schoolwork is
done.
 Explain your reasoning.
“School is your top
priority.”
 Get your child’s input.
You may not follow his or
her suggestions, but hear
them out.
 Set reasonable
consequences, then
avoid nagging about
rules. If he or she
doesn’t obey them,
enforce the
consequences.

 Attend school every day unless I’m sick.
 Get 8 hours of sleep each night
 Eat a healthy breakfast in the morning.
 Pay attention in class.
 Write down my assignments for each subject.
 Start projects when I get them rather than wait.
 Complete homework on time.
 Read every day for 30 minutes.

UPPER CAMPUS WOLFPACK LEADERS

School Hours
STUDENT DAY IS
8:00AM – 3:30PM
DOORS OPEN AT 7:30
FOR BREAKFAST

NAME
Jeremiah Clay
Taylor Hostetter
Jonathan Garcia
Liam Adkins
Katie Graley
Nolan Kirk
Sebastien Medina
Yanitza Santiago
Ma’Niyla Winston
Chelsea Brangard
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LOWER CAMPUS WOLFPACK LEADERS
October Student of the Month

Cyrie Thompson & Success France
Ray’aunna Bonton & Destiny Poland
Noah Arms Pearce & James Coley
Zakariah Nogueras & Adamaris Pagan
Cy’anna Thompson & Taila Scott
Kierra Badley & Aviyon Hill

The website below offers simple science
experiments that can be done with everyday
household items. Parents can do these
experiments with younger children and can
supervise older children as they do the
experiments themselves! Science Fun for
Everyone This website offers exciting
science experiments you can do at home.
Have fun trying experiments like creating
your own lava lamp to learn about density
or making homemade play dough!
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What to expect if teachers need to be absent
Absences are going to occur as they do in any school year – for all kinds of reasons.
Fall allergies, colds and flu are on our doorstep as we also continue to see COVID19 cases in our communities. We expect teachers will have days when they aren’t at
school or are not able to fully engage in learning. We will honor a teacher’s right to
privacy, and we want families to know what to expect as teacher absences occur this
year.

Parent to Parent

For Traditional Campus Learners:
1.

2.

If a teacher needs to be absent and is unable to teach, your student will have another
teacher in the classroom. We will communicate a plan with families any time a
teacher's absence will exceed a week.
If a teacher needs to be absent and is still able to teach, they will continue to teach
from home using our technology tools with support in the school classroom provided
by other staff members who are onsite.
For Virtual Learners:
If a teacher needs to be absent and is unable to teach, your student will have an
adult who checks on the class and establishes the plan for self-guided
(asynchronous) learning for the day. If the absence is extended, we will communicate
a plan with families.
If you have questions about the approach for supporting the continuation of learning,
please contact the school office.

ATTENDANCE STARS
NAME
River’lynn B, Maddix M, Niam P, Leonard P, Connor S, Cyrie T
Arayah A, Ray’aunna B, Marlena D, Jesseli R, Aurora S
Noah A
David C, Everett C, Jonathan R
Zaniya M, Mason P, Cyanna T
Liam A, Karma G, Sebastien M, Nolan P, Jazzmen S, Yahlisa W
Nathan P
Antonio M
Chelsea B
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http://www.sciencefun.org/kidszone
/experiments/

Have Conversations that
Encourage Thinking
Thinking critically about a topic deepens
students’ understanding of it. To give your
child chances to practice critical thinking:
 Discuss Current Events. Encourage your
child to ask questions about things he or
she sees online or hears at school.
 Read a news article aloud. Ask what he
or she thinks about specific topics in it.
 Ask open-ended questions. “What have
you learned that has changed your
opinion about something.”
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